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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. " SECTION + This week's Top Cat is Erica Gerth: page 11 
thedailyeastemnews.com 
FACULTY SENATE 
Hencken rebuts 
on rumors of 
retirement 
BY jENNIFER PERYAM 
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR 
Although there have been rumors 
about President Lou Hencken's retire-
ment, they are untrue. 
"The Board of Trustees has never 
discussed my retirement in public or 
private, and I am under contract fur 
two more years. I am not going any-
where yet," Hencken said in response 
to talks of a presidential search. 
After the Board of Trustees' meet-
ing Friday, Hencken was questioned 
by a reporter from The TirJU?s-Courier 
in reference to commenrs about a 
presidential search made during the 
meeting by Faculty Senate Chair 
David Carpenter. 
'~t the meeting, I addressed that 
the board should not find out about a 
presidential search from a newspaper," 
Carpenter said, referring to a newspa-
per article in the local paper. "I asked 
that the tradition remain for the chair 
of the Faculty Senate to serve as the 
presidential search chair," Carpenter 
said. 
"Even when and if I do retire, I will 
still most likely teach part-time at 
Eastern," Hencken said. 
Besides serving as president, 
Hencken is also teaching a course this 
semester at Eastern. 
"Lou has two more years to go; he 
has a lot on his plate," said Jill Nilsen, 
vice president for external relations. 
Hencken's contract expires June 30, 
2006. 
Projects Hencken has had to deal 
with are the renovations of Blair Hall, 
North Central Accreditation and 
Doudna Fine Arts renovations. 
Hencken has been at Eastern for 38 
years, serving as director of housing 
and dining, vice president for student 
SEE HENCKEN PAGE9 
Students use 
power of prayer 
for coma victim 
BY jESSICA PERillO 
STAFF WRITER 
On Aug. 7, Maggie Sprague was 
walking through the mall with the 
children she baby-sits when she col-
lapsed and had a sudden heart attack. 
Five minutes later, paramedics 
from St. Joseph's Medical Center in 
Bloomington arrived. 
Maggie, an Eastern junior English 
major and member of the Alpha Phi 
sorority, remains at St. Joseph's and 
has been in a coma for the past five 
weeks. 
Maggie's brother, Mike Sprague, a 
senior speech communication major 
at Eastern, said his sister's condition 
was a surprise to family members and 
doctors. 
"Maggie had a virus infection in 
her heart that could happen to any-
one," Mike said. "It could have been 
caused by a common cold that 
Maggie had five or even six years 
ago." 
Because of her virus infection, 
Maggie had been seeing doctors for 
seven months prior to her heart 
attack. The doctors never really knew 
what was wrong, her brother said. 
"She was always tired and feeling 
sick," Mike said. 
The doctor's visits amounted only 
to flu, mono or cold diagnoses. 
"Now that we know what is really 
wrong, we're just waiting for her to 
wake up," he said. 
Though Maggie is not here in per-
son with her friends, she is in their 
hearts and prayers. 
"The women of Alpha Phi came to 
the Newman Catholic Center and 
asked for help,'' said Roy Lanham, 
campus minister at Newman. 
Lanham offered the chapel space and 
organized a weekly prayer service for 
Maggie's recovery. Tonight marks the 
third week of Wednesday services. 
"Maggie is strong enough; I know 
she can do it," said Alicia 
Wroblewski, president of Alpha Phi. 
Wroblewski, along with Katie 
Vogel, another friend of Maggie's, 
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President Lou Hencken speaks to Faculty Senate members Tuesday afternoon about his non-retirement and updates 
on the Blair Hall roof. 
ropose 
BY )ENNIFER PERYAM 
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR 
~ as an instructional mol for other academic depart-
ments and to provide a public service to the Luger com-
munity. 
A new community-oriented radio format fur Eastern's 
WEIU 88.9 was presented to the Faculty Senate Tuesday. 
The radio station ran a oommerciallast year asking the 
community 1D provide fi:edback on the radio station. 
"1bis fiill, 'M: will ha~ 150 productions,~ cours-
es taught and aver 50 ev=.ts 1D ~." said Rick Sailors, 
director of the radio and television station at Eastern. 
Sailors said the function of the radio station is 1D ~as 
a highly profi:ssionallaboratnry fur academic programs, 
"We did not recei~ one call or e-mail from the com-
munity which lead our station 1D think openly about 
change," Sailors said. 
COliN M cAUliFFE / THED'IILYEASTERN NEWS 
Students and friends enter Newman Catholic Center last Wednesday night for 
Eastern student Maggie Sprague, who has been in a coma for five weeks. 
helped organize the Wednesday 
evening prayer services, which have 
gotten positive reactions from 
Maggie's family, friends and students 
all over campus. 
"The prayer service was very pow-
erful," said Jennifer Reinhert, a soph-
omore biology major. "I didn't know 
her, but if something happened to 
one of my friends, I'd appreciate stu-
dents supporting them." 
She said the support shown for 
Maggie was amazing at last week's 
prayer service. 
"The turn out was kind of surpris-
ing for me," Reinhert said. "I had no 
idea there would be that many people 
there." 
Wroblewski appreciates everyone 
who has been artending the prayer 
services and praying for a fellow 
friend and student. 
Maggie was on the Alpha Phi exec-
utive board last year, and she was 
appointed to be the new member 
educator this year for Alpha Phi's new 
pledge class. 
"She is the little social burterfly," 
Wroblewski said. '~ of her friends 
have been very supportive of her, and 
SEE COMA PAGE 9 
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Applications 
for Luis Clay-
Mendez award 
being accepted 
BY KYlE MAYHUGH 
STAFF WRITER 
The Faculty Senate is accepting 
nominations fur the first Luis Clay-
Mendez 
Distinguished 
Service Award. 
The award is 
named for the fur-
mer Eastern 
Spanish professor 
who died of a 
heart ailment in 
October of 
2003. 
l UIS CLAY-MENDEZ 
"We want to try to recognize serv-
ice because that's what Luis Clay-
Mendez was recognized for," said 
John Pommier, associate recreation 
administration professor and Faculty 
Senate member. "He was an incredi-
ble colleague." 
Pommier said the award goes to a 
faculty member who exemplifies serv-
ice to the university, their profession 
and the community at large. 
Anyone may nominate a faculty 
SEE A PPLICATIONS PAGE9 
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Gates gives big donation 
to Carnegie Mellon U. 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation has given $20 million to Carnegie 
Mellon University to help fund construction of a new 
computer science building. 
The 150,000-square-foot building will be called the 
Gates Center for Computer Sciences. It will cost $50 
million and will include an office space for 80 teachers, 
several computer areas, lecture halls, classrooms and an 
auditorium. 
"With its state-of-the-art facilities and resources, the 
new Gates Center will help us to continue to transform 
computer science with outstanding research and think-
ing, while visibly and remarkably transforming our 
campus with a bright new space for learning," Carnegie 
Mellon President Jared L Cohon said recently. 
Founded in January 2000 and funded by Microsoft 
co-founder Bill Gates, the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation has given more than $4.5 billion to causes 
involving health, education, libraries and at-risk fami-
lies. 
New U2 album to be 
released in November 
N EW YORK (AP) - T hough U2 is among the 
nominees for the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, the Irish 
rock band is still going strong. 
"How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb" will be 
released on Nov. 23, lnterscope Reoords announced 
Tuesday. 
Recorded in Dublin, Ireland, and the south of 
France, the album is the band's first since 2000's '~ 
That You Can't Leave Behind." Steve Lillywhite, who 
produced U2's first three albums, returns as one of the 
producers, which bolsters reports that the new disc is a 
return to the band's rock roots. 
The first single, a track called "Vertigo," hits radio 
waves Sept. 24. 
FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK 
TODAY THURSDAY 
86 78 
64 53 
Partly cloudy Few showers 
RUSHING THE UNION 
FRIDAY SATURDAY 
80 83 
53 54 
Partly cloudy Partly cloudy 
SUNDAY 
80 
58 
Partly cloudy 
ONLINE 
POLL 
This week we 
ask our readers 
how they think 
Eastern's foot-
ball team will 
fare this season, 
in light of their 
overtime loss to 
Indiana State 
University 
Sycamores. 
A) They only lost 
by a field goal. 
The team fought 
hard and should 
rebound to have 
a successful sea 
son. 
B) If they can't 
beat the SUCK a 
mores, they won't 
finish above .500. 
C) I can't wait 
unti I Panther bas 
ketball starts. 
D) It's just a bump 
in the road to an 
Ohio Valley 
Conference 
championship 
title. 
VOTE @ THEDAI 
LYEASTERN 
NEWS.COM 
COUNTING 
DOWN 
5 Whether politics will be present on '~tomic Bomb" 
is unclear, but lead singer Bono has for years been very 
involved in various causes, including AIDS in Africa. 
In July, an unfinished copy of the CD disappeared 
while band members were posing for the album cover 
in a studio outside Nice, France. 
J 0 S H REEL EY /THE ll'IILY EASTERN NEWS 
Eastern women who participated in the sorority rush process make their way down to the Seventh Street 
Underground in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday night. 
Days unti I dead 
line to withdraw 
from Eastern and 
be charged only 
50 percent plus 
insurance. 
U2 was nominated for induction to the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame on Monday, along with Buddy Guy, 
Randy Newman and others. Musicians, industry pro-
fessionals and journalisrs vote, and results of the 20th 
annual election will likely be announced in December. 
WTF'? 
Public event not so public for Rumsfeld 
FORT CA1\1PBELL, Ky. (AP) - It's a public event that's not so public after all. 
Defense Secretary Donald Rurnsfeld was scheduled to visit Fort Campbell on Tuesday, and a press release issued by 
WORD 
DU JOUR 
doofus 
CORRECTIONS 
See any mistakes? Let us know. 
the Army base said, "The public event is closed to the public." 
A corrected release went out about an hour later Friday saying the event was dosed to the general public. 
"It was just an honest mistake," said Cathy Gramling, a Fort Campbell spokeswoman. 
During his visit, Rurnsfeld was scheduled to speak to troops at the parade field, tour a museum and have a news 
conference. Soldiers, retirees and family members were allowed to attend. 
1 . a k>olish or inept 
person. Also, dufus. 
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tOOth birthday of Charleston's native cause for celebration 
BY jESSICA UNTARELll 
STAFF WRITER 
Charleston will be celebrating the 
career of one of its most famous and 
important natives on Sept. 25 with a 
commemorative festival on the 
Square. 
Gregg Toland was most famous for 
his Academy Award winning cine-
matography work on the film 
"Citizen Kane" in I941. Toland's 
I OOth birthday is what sparked the 
idea for the celebration of his life, 
fame and importance in film, said 
City Council Member Lorelei Sims, 
who is helping to coordinate the func-
tion. 
This festival will take place on 
the Square, and events will be held 
all day. T he festivities begin at 9 
a.m. with a walking tour and will 
continue throughout the day with 
events including craft fairs, live 
music, arts and crafts and demon-
strations until 4:30 p.m. when 
Toland's films "Wuthering 
H eights" and "Citizen Kane" will 
"I am hoping there's a large turnout so everyone 
can have a good time and see an old movie on the 
big screen." 
LORELEI SIMS, CHARLESTON CITY COUNCIL MEMBER 
be shown at the Will Rogers 
Theater in the evening. 
Sims is helping coordinate the cele-
bration and is also holding a black-
smith demonstration in the Square 
along with various vendors, booths 
and other art-related activities. 
Sims said the festival is a way for 
everyone to congregate together and 
celebrate the Charleston native who 
left a historical mark in Hollywood. 
"I am hoping there's a large turnout 
so everyone can have a good time and 
see an old movie on the big screen," 
she said. 
Eastern is also participating in the 
festivities by having a day called 
Citizen Gregg on Sept. 24. Citizen 
Gregg will take place in Booth Library 
with various lectures about Toland's 
era, as well as discussions on his 
unique cinematography, according to 
the Citizen Gregg Web page on 
Eastern's Web site. 
Joy Pratt, of the Coles County Arts 
Council, said, "We hope to have the 
room filled to capacity--about 60 peo-
ple." 
Pratt is looking forward to guest 
speaker Robert Carringer from the 
University oflllinois. He wrote a book 
on the cinematography in "Citizen 
Kane". 
"We have the word out all over the 
tristate area," Pratt said. "It's also in 
magazines like the Chicago Reader, 
New cycling club to 
roll onto campus 
BY SARAH f REEMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
Cycling is not just a way to get to 
class or around town anymore; many 
people cycle for workouts, as well. 
One problem with cycling for exer-
cise can be finding someone who 
wants to ride along. 
A solemn bike ride will not be a 
problem for Eastern students any 
longer. 
Krissy Peters, a senior communication 
studies major, is in the process of 
creating a new reoognized student 
organization that focuses on bicycling. 
"The main purpose is to promote 
an interest in biking and to promote 
bicycle safety," Peters said. 
and biking, a kids triathalon, which 
is running, biking and swimming, 
and a "Take back the night ride," 
which is a bike ride across 
Charleston that supports victims of 
sexual assault. 
In order for Peters to make her 
cycling dub an official RSO, she had 
to be approved by the Student Life 
Office and find two faculty members 
to serve as advisors. 
Shelia Simons, an Eastern health 
studies professor, has a great interest in 
biking and is one of the cycling club 
advisors. 
GREGG TOLAND HONORED 
WITH FESTIVAL 
BY j ESSICA UNTARELll 
STAFF WRITER 
Gregg Toland was born on May 
29, I904 in Charleston and was a 
Charleston resident until he was I5-
years-old. H is career started in I9I9 
when he first began working for 
movie baron William Fox. 
It was while he worked for Fox 
that Toland developed the idea of 
housing a movie camera, protecting 
it from any conilicting noise that 
might disturb the sound of the scene 
in which the actors were performing, 
according to the Web site. This 
invention was of great importance to 
the new era of sound in films. 
At the age of27, Toland was a first-
unit cameraman in Hollywood. He 
and we're hoping for a turnout of 
I ,000 for the acrual fest itsel£" 
Pratt, along with Charles Titus, 
Debra Reid and Lynnea 
was the youngest in this profession at 
the time. Toland went on to make 
more movie history in the late I930' s. 
He had won an Academy Award in 
I939 for the film "Wuthering 
Heights" and used his cinemato-
graphic skills in the film "Citizen 
Kane" in I941. 
His films were innovative for the 
time because of his unorthodox use of 
different angles, lenses and lighting. 
Toland died on Sept 28, I948 of 
heart disease. 
His works include: "Les 
Miserables" (1935), "Wuthering 
Heights" (1939), "The Westerner" 
(1940), "The Grapes of Wrath" 
(1940), "Citizen Kane" (194I), "The 
Best Years of our lives" (1946) and "A 
Song is Born'' (1948) among many 
others. 
Information in this article taken 
from Yahoo! Movies. 
Magnuson from Eastern's history 
department, will be speaking at 
various functions during Citizen 
Gregg day. 
Through the Eastern Cycling Club, 
Peters not only wants to create a way 
for students who like to bike to get to 
know each other, but also plans on 
getting the community involved with 
biking events. Peters has been 
combining ideas with Charleston's 
Bike and H ike owner, Ed Thomas. 
Simons said cycling hits on every 
aspecr of the Holistic Health Model. 
Those aspects include physical, emo-
tional, spiritual, social, intellectual and 
environmental aspects of one's being. 
Simons said the more people 
involved with the new club, the mer-
rier. 
CO LIN M CAULIFFE/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Krissy Peters, a junior speech communication major, is looking to start an RSO cycling club with the help of Ed 
Thomas, owner of Bike and Hike, Diana Ingram and Shelia Simons as advisers. People interested should meet at Lantz 
south parking lot today at 3 p.m. 
Some of the events Peters and 
Thomas plan on holding are a 
duathalon, which involves running 
• 
"When you have a larger group, 
you have a larger voice," Simons said. 
Dana Ingram, an Eastern oommunica-
tions studies professor, is the second advisor. 
Ingram enjoys biking whenever she 
can get out on a nice day and finds it 
convenient when parking on campus 
Pharmaceutical Sales 
L~~ rn ~o, t t he fie l d 
1-. N t o ge t i 1 
what it takes 
SUCCESSFUL 
is so limited. 
"I'd like to see people get back on 
bikes like we did when we were 
kids, when (biking) put a smile on 
our faces," Ingram said. 
The club's first unofficial bike ride 
Wednesday, September 15 
7:00 pm Roberson Auditorium 
For more information: 
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu 
581-2412 
Career Services 
1301 Human 
Services Center 
is 3 p.m. Wednesday and will start at 
the south parking lot outside of Lantz 
Arena. 
All levels of bikers are invited and 
encouraged to come, Peters said. 
The dub is still going through the 
procedures of becoming an official 
RSO, but should be completely up 
and rolling within the next month. 
'1t's going to be a group of people 
who like to bike, and it's just really 
exciting," Peters said. 
_/ 
cJ 
$1.75 Bud & Bud Light 
$J5° Texas Tom ado -keep the cup-
$J00 Refills 
Country Line Dancing All Nite 
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Global citizenship 
part of liberal arts 
ALAN 
BAHARLOU 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
Baharlou is the 
chair of the 
geology and 
geography 
department at 
Eastern. 
By all indications this will be one of the best aca-
demic years for Eastern. Among other things, we 
maintained our high ranking status among compara-
ble institutions in the Midwest, experienced the 
largest freshman class in our history, were allocated a 
much better budget than we were expecting, and one 
million of the budget will be allocated by President 
Hencken, of which $750,000 will be used toward 
instmctional equipment and the remaining for the 
support facilities. 
During this year's convocation, which commenced 
another academic year and for the incoming freshmen 
the beginning of the higher education experience, one 
more unique, symbolic, and tangible characteristic of 
Eastern was displayed. 
There are 144 undergraduate and graduate interna-
tional students majoring in a wide range of academic 
disciplines representing every race, ethnicity, region, 
political, cultural, religious and social system from the 
most ancient to modern at Eastern. At this year's con-
vocation for the first time, these students, many 
dressed in their native attire, carried flags of their 
countries through the Martin Luther King] r. 
University Union's hallways and Grand Ballroom lead 
by the American flag. The flags were displayed in a 
prominent position at the front of the stage and inter-
national students were seated in the front rows. They 
were visibly touched, proud and 
"American gtobal 
economics and security 
depends on 
understanding the wide 
range of gtobal 
appreciative to see their flags dis-
played in a very significant cere-
mony in an American university 
and they were recognized as an 
integral part of our university. 
While that was symbolic, howev-
er, it brought to our attention 
once more one of the most 
important academic resources and 
global educational focus of 
Eastern. One of the three goals of 
"ti " soc1e es •.• 
Eastern's liberal education is glob-
al citizenship. 
Institutions of higher learning invent the future. All 
scientists, sociologist, psychologist, biologists, 
chemists, physists, geologists, geographers, political 
scientists, engineers, economists, teachers, physicians, 
poets, artists, all Nobel Prize recipients, and national 
and international leaders are college graduates. 
American global economics and security depends on 
understanding the wide range of global societies, not 
only by those who make decisions, but also by each 
citizen of a democratic society who elects these deci-
sion makers. 
International students come to this country, gener-
ally, based on their academic and extracurricular 
accomplishments. They can provide the most authen-
tic, comprehensive information about their countries 
and regions better than any book, tourist or visitor to 
their country. Their countrymen and women came to 
this country years ago and built the most advanced 
and tumultuous civilization in the world ever. A face-
to-face conversation with them will take you back 
through time and on a journey of discovery. 
Each month the International Student Program's 
office organizes a forum highlighting one of the coun-
tries presented by native international students. These 
events are a comprehensive virtual tour of their coun-
tries. Academic programs at Eastern offer a multitude 
of course discussing cultural, political, economic, fine 
arts, and other societies' attributes. International stu-
dents are the best authentic source of knowledge that 
can enhance and supplement your background in all 
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Evaluations give voice to faculty 
The Faculty Senate approved a new evaluation 
process that allowing faculty members to make 
written evaluations of their bosses. 
If used properly, the new system will create a 
more open and honest dialogue in departments 
across campus, give constructive criticism to man-
agers and help convey tips and advice from facul-
ty members who might otherwise be hesitant to 
speak up. 
Overall, the process has the potential to better 
the campus and ultimately benefit the students. 
For example, if an instmctor disagrees with the 
way things are being done in his or her depart-
ment, an evaluation could be written, explaining 
how things could be improved. Administrators' 
eyes could be opened to a new way of doing things 
that may not have occurred to them before. These 
With this, students would benefit by having instmctors 
who are happy in their work environment and 
At issue 
The creation of 
an evaluation 
process by the 
Faculty Senate 
that wi ll allow 
facu lty to eval 
uate their 
administrators. 
Our stance 
This new sys 
tern wi ll allow 
facu lty mem 
bers to give 
criticism and 
no fear retalia 
lion for their 
suggestions. 
who don't have their minds preoccupied with 
problems with their boss or how things could 
be better, thus allowing their attention to be 
focused more on the students. 
The new system will be a waste of time if it 
turns into a mean spirited, revenge-based out-
let for disgruntled instmctors. Although the 
evaluation process has been on the Faculty 
Senate's agenda since early last semester, it is a 
positive that the senate finally took action on 
the proposal. Only time will tell if the evalua-
tion process will be used properly or if it will be 
abused into extinction. In either case, credit 
must be give to the Faculty Senate for cteating 
a potentially beneficial process. 
tips could lead to a more stream-lined form of manage-
ment and a more efficient way of doing things. The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The staff at The Daily Eastern 
News wants to know what students 
think about current events, cam-
pus issues, college living and any-
thing else students would like to 
address. 
COLUMNISTS NEEDED 
Have an opinion? We want to 
hear it! The Daily Eastern News is 
looking for students interested in 
voicing opinions on campus, state, 
national and international issues 
through columns. The News 
reserves the Wednesday guest col-
umn spot for students, faculty and 
members of the community. Guest 
columns should be a minimum of 
525 words. 
CARTOONISTS WANTED 
The News is interested in 
recruiting cartoonists that display 
artistic ability, particularly carica-
tures and tasteful humor as well as 
address campus issues. 
Columns, cartoons and lerters 
can be submirted at room 1811 of 
Buzzard Hall. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters 
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. 
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name, 
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in 
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate 
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be veri-
fied will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length. 
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard 
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to 
mmeinheit@yahoo.com. 
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Best Buddies program invites 
both fun and friendships 
BY I ULIA BouRQUE 
CAMPUS EDITOR 
Touching the life of an individual can be done in so many 
ways. A simple smile, a phone call or a letter may be the only 
things one has to do. 
Eastern's Best Buddies program, however, makes enhanc-
ing other's lives its mission. 
The program works with college students and pairs them 
up with individuals with intellectual disabilities from the 
Greywood Foundation and Tull House, which are both 
group homes in the Charleston and Mattoon communities, 
said Elizabeth Nicoletti, a senior early childhood special edu-
cation and early childhood education major. 
Best Buddies is a worldwide program with more than 360 
campus chapters. Eastern has been a part of the program for 
siX years. 
Nicoletti has been Best Buddies director for four years, and 
she said it's affected her life in many ways. 
"(The people we work with) touch our lives so much more 
than they realize," she said. "They're always positive and can 
make us smile when wdve had an awful day; it's just so 
rewarding on both ends for anyone who does it." 
Best Buddies held its first recruitment meeting Monday 
evening, and Nicoletti said she expects 15 renrrning members 
to join the 15 new members who attended. 
"Our first couple of meetings are simply for recruitment, 
where we explain what we do throughout the year," Nicoletti 
said. 
Students who volunteer are required to call their buddy 
once a week, take them out to the community twice a month 
and attend the four group outings throughout the year. 
Mary O'Dell, a senior special education major and three-
year member of Best Buddies, said she has done a lot of dif-
ferent things both in the area and up north with her buddy. 
'Tve taken them back home with me to Cubs games, Sox 
games and Bulls games," O'Dell said. "We also go out to din-
ner or Wal-Mart, and I tty to teach them how to pay for 
things at restaurants and while shopping." 
Last year, Eastern students worked with more than 70 indi-
viduals from Charleston and Mattoon. 
Through working with these individuals, Nicoletti said the 
program hopes to promote friendships through the one-to-
one matches between the college students and the individuals 
with disabilities. 
'Tve learned a thousand times more from my buddy than 
what I could've ever taught them," O'Dell said. "They care 
about you before they even know you, and they teach you 
what's really important in life." 
For those interested in volunteering, Best Buddies will hold 
its next meeting at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the basement of 
lawson Hall. 
Advisers give students tips, tricks to get jobs 
BY liNDSEY D UNTON 
PCTIVITIES REPORTER 
To start off the new school year, Eastern's Academic 
Advising Center presented "Freshman with Declared 
Majors: Get Ready for Spring 05' Class Registration'' 
Tuesday evening in the Martin Lither King Jr. University 
Union. 
About 75 students attended the seminar, which includ-
ed speakers from the Academic Advising Center as well as 
Career Services. 
"I came because I wanted to get information about my 
major," said Caitlyn Doyle, freshman pre-pharmacy major. 
"I have known I wanted to get into the pharmacy field for 
about a year because I think it would be a cool job." 
The program began with Academic Adviser Julie 
Sterling explaining the registering process for freshmen. 
She told freshmen they should visit the Ninth Street Hall 
Academic Advising Center as soon as possible to make an 
appointment with their adviser in order to register for 
spring semester. Sterling also told students about the aca-
demic advising Web site at www.eiu.edu/ ~advising. 
"When you go to the Web site, you will see important 
things that are highlighted," Sterling said. "Besides that, 
there is also an area for careers and majors." 
The freshmen then split into two groups: education 
majors went on one side while non-education majors went 
to the other side. 
Kelli Brosarn, a career adviser for educational studies, 
explained what career service is and how it works. 
"Most services offered by our office are complementary," 
Brosarn said. "Career Services can help you with things like 
creating your resume and picking a major. We also have job 
fairs in the fall and spring for all students." 
Brosarn said even though freshmen may not be looking 
for jobs at the moment, they should still attend job fairs. 
"It is good to attend the job fair no matter what year you 
are because you get to hear dialogue between students and 
employers," Brosarn said. "The job fairs will show you 
what to expect when you are looking for a job." 
Brosarn told the students they should register with 
Career Services soon also. The one-time $20 registration 
fee allows corporate offices to view your resume, helps cre-
ate your own credential file and assigns on-campus inter-
views with employers. 
"I am glad I attended the seminar," said Emily Craig, 
freshman psychology major. '1learned what classes I need 
in the general education area and in my major." 
Buy a 2x5 ad (the size of this ad) for 
only $85.00!! That is $27.50 off the 
usual price. You will also receive a 
FREE 2x2 advertisement around the 
Family Weekend Special!! 
Call your friendly ad rep by Seplember 291h lo 
place your advenisements. 581·2816 
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Cou N M cAuu FFE /THE ll'IILY EASTERN NEINS 
Lilian Barria. a political science professor, talks Tuesday afternoon about 
Violeta Barrios de Chamoro, president of Nicaragua, and her struggle to 
control Sandinista and Contras problem. 
Latin women taking 
power in their countries 
BY LAUREN f RANCO 
STAFF WRITER 
latin women are taking power as 
they have gained the position of presi-
dency in their countries, according to 
Eastern instructors. 
'1 never knew anything about latin 
America or that they even had any 
women as president," said Michdle 
Lisikiewuicz, a freshman special educa-
tion major. '1 believe it's so interesting 
and a good example for us in the 
United States." 
Lilian Barcia, assistant political sci-
ence professor, spoke on behalf ofl.atin 
American women and their rise to the 
presidency. This is one of the many 
events Eastern is providing this month 
fur the Latino Heritage Celebration. 
The event held Tuesday in the 
Charleston/ Mattoon Room of the 
Martin Lither King Jr. University 
Union gave students an overview of 
three prominent latin women who 
became triumphant, winning the rank 
of president in their countries. 
Barria en~ the crowd as she 
spoke about these three women. Much 
was said about these "self educated 
womeri' by Barcia 
Argentina, Nicaragua and Panama 
are the three cotmtries that paved the 
way for women to take power into 
their own hands as they took control of 
their cotmtries' political issues and eco-
nomic developments. 
The first brief overview dealt with 
Maria Estda (Isabel) Peron taking reign 
as Argentina's president from 197 4 to 
"I &eheve if's so Inter-
esting and a good 
example for us in the 
United States." 
Michelle Lislkiev.uicz 
1976. 
The second woman elected in 
Nicaragua was Violeta Barrios De 
Chamorro, who gained power in 1990 
and ended her term in 1996. 
The last woman who gained politi-
cal power in Panama was Mireya 
Moscoso De Arias, who was elected by 
her people. Gaining political support, 
she won the public's attention and hdd 
the presidency from 1999 to 2004. 
After speaking on behalf of these 
women, Bania ended the program and 
thanked the audience for their pattici-
pation. 
Gustavo Albear, Latino adviser for 
Minority Affairs, was pleased with the 
way the event went. "Students need to 
become more involved with different 
parts of latin countries. We need to 
become more involved and bring cul-
tural history from an area we as 
Americans don't normally look at," 
Albear said. 
Renee Brown, a senior political sci-
ence major, was happy with the way 
Barcia presented the infOrmation. "She 
touched on a lot of subjects we don't 
get to hear about. It's encourag}ng news 
and nice to see that women are rising to 
the top," Brown said. 
Attention Pre-Nursing Students 
Apply today! 
LAKEVIEW 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
L1 •• 
Application Deadline for Spring '05: October 1st 
Earn your BSN at EIU! 
www.lakeviewcol. ed u 
Contact Amy at (217)-443-5328 
or e-mail at admissions@ lakeviewcol.edu 
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STUDENT SENATE 
Voter registration tops senate's list 
BY jACLYN GORSKI 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
The Student Senate will meet today 
to discuss voter registration and an 
upcoming conference at illinois State 
University. 
Adam Howell, executive vice pres-
ident of the student body, will pres-
ent Bylaws for student voter registra-
tion. 
The bylaws will be a collective set of 
rules so there will be guidelines on 
how to register students to vote, 
Howell said. 
Adding a voter registration team to 
the Student Action Team will be pre-
sented. 
"It will make Student Action Team 
responsible for voter registration," 
Howell said. 
The Student Action Team will 
be in charge of voter registration 
and make the Student Senate's 
"New ideas for voter registration will be formed. It 
will enrich our knowledge about voter registra-
tion." 
ADAM H OWELL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT BODY 
involvement voluntary, Howell 
said. 
The Student Senate will have a con-
ference on voter registration at illinois 
State University, open to both the 
Student Senate and Student Action 
Team. 
"New ideas for voter registration 
will be formed. It will enrich our 
knowledge about voter registration," 
Howell said. 
The Student Senate meets at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Arcola/Tuscola 
Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Student Senate Agenda 
+ Bylaws for student voter 
registration 
+ Adding a voter registra-
tion team to the Student 
Action Team 
+ Conference on voter 
registration at Illinois 
State University 
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Tango lessons offered as part 
of Latino Heritage Celebration 
BY LAURA GRIFFITH 
ACTIVITIES EDITOR 
Students will get a chance to learn 
one of the native dances of Argentina 
during part of the annual Latino 
Heritage Celebration. 
Vanesa Landrus, a native of 
Argentina and new instructor in the 
foreign language department, will give 
free tango lessons. 
Landrus, who teaches classes on 
Spanish language and Spanish 
literature, is a professionally trained 
dancer who has much experience in 
instructing tango lessons. 
She will also be giving some 
background on the tango and 
emphasizing its importance in Latin 
American culture. 
"The tango is a very dramatic and 
beautiful dance," said Karen Taylor, 
associate foreign languages professor 
and director of main events for the 
Latino Heritage Celebration. 
'1 myself have taken tango lessons 
from Vanesa, and people will have a 
lot of fun," Taylor said. "She's a great 
person and a wonderful instructor. 
This will be a very special event." 
The tango lessons will begin at 7 
p.m. Thursday in the University 
Ballroom of the Marcin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. Anyone who is 
interested is welcome to attend. 
Tango Lessons in the 
University Ballroom 
+ Professionally trained 
instructor 
+ Begin at 7 p.m. Thursday in 
the University Ball room in the 
M LK Jr. Union 
+ Everyone is welcome 
Senate member heavily involved with campus 
BY LAuRA GRIFFITH 
ACTIVIT! ES EDITOR 
When she's not discharging her 
duties as president of her sorority or as 
special events 
coordinator for 
intramural sports, 
Nicole Kull is busy 
with her responsi-
bilities as vice 
president of busi-
"(The Apportionment Board) approves the rec cen-
ter's budget and makes sure students' activity dol-
lars are being spent according to certain laws and 
regulation." 
N ICOLE KULL, VICE PRESIDENT OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS & CHAIR OF THE APPORTIONMENT 
BOARD 
ness affairs for 
N ICOLE KuLL, VICE the Student 
PRESIDENT OF Government. 
BUSINESS AFFAIRS Last full, Kull 
served as a member of the Student 
Senate and chair of Academic Affu.irs. 
In the spring, she was a student sena-
tor and chair of tuition and fees. 
Currently, she is vice president ofbusi-
·--------------------------------------------------------· I 
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Oil Tire Change Rotation 
Lube & Filter & 
Balance $1295 $2400 
Most Cars & Light Trucks 
Up to 5qts. Most Cars & Light Trucks 
Mobile or Kesdell 10W30 Speciality Wheels $32.00 
Performance Wheel 
A/C Alignment 
Tune-Up 
1/2 Off $6995 
With Purchase of 4 Tires 
Up to 1 lb. Freon w1 Oyo 
inspection of System 
, ~resent Coupon. Expires October 10th, 2004 
§~'i#=i(L/11£13§ 
and AI.Tto Service Inc. 
Charleston Paris 
Brian G. Sweet Wm. Glen Sweet 
417 Madison Ave. 301 W. Court St. 
345-2130 1 bll<. West of Square 
Free 866-793-3882 465-84 73 
Free 866-808 8472 
ness affairs as well as chair of the 
Apportionment Board. 
"We approve the rec center's 
budget and make sure students' 
activiry dollars are being spent 
according to certain laws and 
regulations," Kull said of her 
work with the Apportionment 
Board. 
The board also has a reserve fund 
that allows it to give additional 
allocations to fee funded boards that 
request them. Last year, there was 
$40,000 in reserve, part of which 
went toward new equipment for the 
rec center and a trip for the 
University Board to a convention to 
book acts. 
Kull, a senior marketing major with 
a concentration in sales, is also the 
president of Alpha Sigma Alpha at 
Eastern. She became president in 
December 2003. Since then, she's 
been in charge of chapter operations 
and meetings, making sure the 
sorority follows rules set forth by the 
national sorority, cosigning checks 
from the sorority, attending 
Panhellenic Council meetings twice a 
month and helping with members' 
personal issues if needed, among other 
things. 
In her spare time, Kull oversees 
non-team sports such as tennis, 
racquetball and table tennis at the 
recreation center as special events 
coordinator. 
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New group plans attadi on obesity 
Bv KATIE FLODIN 
STAFF WRITER 
About 41.9 percent of adults in 
Coles County are either overweight or 
obese, according to recent statistics 
from the Illinois Department of 
Public Health. 
Coles County will start the fight 
against obesity with the help of a new 
group, Reshaping Coles. Reshaping 
Coles is part of a national organization 
called Trendbenders, which tackles 
a specific problem and tries to make 
promising positive changes. 
According to group member, Bob 
McElwee, the group decided to tackle 
the oounty's obesity problem because 
it oould make a difference. 
"We looked at problems (in the ootm-
ty), like poverty and obesity, and obesity 
is something you can have an immedi-
ate effect on," he said. 
Because of obesity, Reshaping 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Man pleads guilty to 
killing 25-year-old at 
South Peoria liquor store 
PEORIA- An 18-year-old man has 
pleaded guilty to seoond-degree mur-
der in a fatal shooting nearly two years 
ago at a Peoria liquor store. 
After entering his plea in Peoria 
County Circuit Court, Joseph L 
Nichols was sentenced Monday to 24 
years in prison for the Dec. 6, 2002 
fatal shooting of 25-year-old Charles 
Jackson of Peoria. 
Coles wants to raise awareness. 
In the ooming weeks, a health and 
wellness guidebook will be circulated 
to area residents to inform them 
about obesity and traditional as well 
as nontraditional ways they can get 
help locally. 
"The goal of this is to bend the trend 
of obesity in Coles County," said James 
Painter, chairman of Eastern's 
department of family and oonsumer 
sciences and a member of Reshaping 
Coles. 
The organization is working with 
the American Cancer Society to start 
a program called Active for Life. It 
will involve about five groups in the 
Coles County area, including one 
group of Eastern faculty. 
"Eventually, Eastern would like to 
get the students involved in this proj-
ect to fight obesity," Painter said. 
Active for Life will take five to eight 
people from each group, with one 
In return for 
Nichols' plea agree-
ment, prosecutors 
dropped three 
counts of first-
degree murder. 
During the plea hearing, Assistant 
State's Attorney Nancy Mermelstein 
said Jackson and Nichols had been 
involved in an ongoing feud, and a 
fight had erupted in the weeks before 
the shooting. 
Authorities said Nichols and 
Jackson were at the liquor store on the 
day of the shooting when Jackson 
allegedly tried to punch Nichols. 
team leader. The program will monitor 
their daily intake of fmits and vegeta-
bles as well as tracking the minutes of 
daily moderate exercise. The group 
hopes eating habits will beoome 
healthier and physical activity will 
increase. 
Active for Life is scheduled to start 
on Oct. 4 and run through the 
middle of November. Reshaping 
Coles wants to oontinue this program, 
each time increasing the number of 
participants, getting more organizations 
involved and bringing more awareness 
about obesity to Coles County. 
"This is just the start of many more 
awareness programs for Coles County, 
such as educating children on their 
own health and creating more biking 
trails, which would make Coles 
County more accessible for exercise," 
Painter said. "We would like to do lots 
of different awareness programs, but 
this is just the first step." 
STATE 
BRIEFS 
Jackson then reached for something in 
his waistband, authorities said. 
Nichols - who feared Jackson had a 
gun -- shot Jackson once in the chest 
and left the scene, Mermelstein said. 
Jackson was pronounced dead about 
an hour later at a local hospital. 
Nichols is currently serving a 1 0-
year sentence in Arkansas for an 
armed robbery. 
CO LIN M c AULIFFEITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Reshaping Coles, a new group created to help baffle obesity and raise aware-
ness about health issues in Coles County, is starting a new program, Active 
for Life, in October. The program will monitor participants' food intake and 
exercise habits in order to boost health and good eating habits. 
CLINTON RESIDENT FACE 
TRIALS FOR DROWNING 
YOUNG CHILDREN 
CLINTON -Trials for a Clinton 
woman and her former boyfriend, both 
charged with drowning her three chil-
dren last year, is to be held in Umana, a 
DeWitt County judge decided Tuesday. 
That's a move of only 45 miles for 
the trials of Amanda Hamm and 
Maurice LaGrone Jr., and Champaign 
County is in the same genetal media 
market as DeWitt County. Judge 
Stephen H. Peters did not explain the 
decision, which came three weeks after 
he agreed with defense lawyers that 
media coverage likely had affected 
public opinion in DeWitt County. 
Hanun, 28, and LaGrone, 29, have 
each pleaded innocent to nine ootmts of 
first-degree murder in the deaths of 
Hamm's children, 6-year-old Christopher 
Hanun, 3-year-oldAustin Brown and 23-
month-old Kyleigh Hamm, who 
drowned Sept 2, 2003 afier the car they 
were in sank in Ointon lake. 
Prosecutors are seeking the death 
penalty and said Tuesday that they 
plan to put Hamm on trial first. Her 
trial is scheduled to begin April 4, 
2005. 
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HELP WANTED 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for 
Telemarketing Reps. $7/hr + 
commissions P T 
Afternoons/Evenings Great 
Opportunity! Apply TODAY at 
CONSOLIDATED MARKET 
RESPONSE. 700 Lincoln Ave, 
Charleston. PH 21 7 639 1 1 35. 
9115 
Bartender needed at ICY MUG. 
Must be avai lable 3 8 p.m. M 
TH and some nights/weekends. 
Must be 21. Apply within, across 
from fairgrounds. 
9115 
Independent Beauty Consultants 
Needed. Free Product. Make 
Money. Sign up today. Call 
618 553 5662 for more informa 
tion. 
9117 
Brian's Place Night Club needs 
part time D.). No exp. nee. 
Mattoon. 234 41 51 
9117 
FOR RENT 
Efficiency close to campus all 
uti l ities paid no smoking no pets, 
call 345 3232 days, 
9115 
Room with kitchen privi leges. 
Al l uti lities, DSL, cable TY, wash 
er/dryer. $300. Call 345 5456. 
9120 
Fully Furnished room and 
kitchen, 2 blocks from EIU. DSL, 
Cable TV, washer/dryer, uti lities 
included. Safe and quiet environ 
ment. $300/month. 345 5456. 
9122 
FOR RENT 
Affordable, spacious. 1 BR On 
the square. $299, includes heat, 
gas, water, trash. Dave 345 
2171. 9 am 11 am 
00 
SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM apt. 
1 542 4th, across from campus. 
Very nice, centra l air, rent 
includes parking + trash pick up. 
No pets $490/mo. 345 7286. 
Wi ll iams Renta ls. 
00 
Large 2 bedroom apt at 1 1 1 
Grant, across from Rec Center, 
centra l air, off street parking, 
very nice. No pets. $300/mo 
each for 2 people. 345 7286. 
Wi ll iams Renta ls. 
00 
www.jwi ll iamsrenta ls.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good 
locations, nice apartments, off 
street parking, trash paid. No 
pets. 345 7286. 
00 
House close to campus for 3 to 4 
students. Two bathrooms, wash 
er/dryer, low uti lities. 348 0614. 
00 
For Fall 'OS 1,2,and 3 bedrooms 
for close to campus. 4 locations 
to choose from. Call 345 6533 
00 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3 
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR 
FALL 04 05. PLENTY OF OFF 
STREET PARKING, WATER AND 
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345 
1266 
00 
fHE UAILY EASfERN NEWS 
IS LOOKIN~ FOR HARU WORKIN~ 
WRifERS, UESI~NERS, PHOfO~RAPHERS 
ANU COPY EUifORS WHO 
Advertise 
a classified ad 
581 2812 
ARE WILLING 
10&E1 
DIRtY. 
Plain and Simple. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345 6000 
00 
Newly remodeled two bedroom 
apartments complexly furnished, 
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast 
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th 
St. 235 0405 or 317 3085. 
00 
Rooms for rent. Two guys need 
three roommates. House west of 
square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone 
345 9665 
00 
Currently avai lable a 1 bedroom 
opening in a 3 bedroom apart 
ment. apartment is furnished, on 
campus, very clean, locally 
owned parking and laundry 
facilities included, trash paid, 
currently renting to 2 females 
needing a roommate please ca ll 
348 0673 and leave a message. 
00 
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas 
ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart 
ments,three bedroom house. All 
within two blocks of campus. 
Call 348 0006 or 549 5593 
00 
BR furnished w/CA, 
stove/fridge, water and trash 
paid. 345 5088. 
00 
Spacious 2 BR apt w/CA, 
stove/fridge, water and trash 
paid. 345 5088. 
00 
ROOMMATES 
Roommate needed. Fall and/or 
Spring. Own bedroom, 
washer/dryer, DSL, $2 65 
Negotiable. Call Melissa 549 
4673 
9120 
Roommate needed to share 
house w/male EIU Students. 
Lease ending 5/3 1/04. Call 348 
061 4, leave message. 
00 
LOST AND FOUND 
We found your silver bracelet. To 
get it back, call 348 8781 and 
describe it. 
FOR SALE 
Car audio system for sale. 
Kenwood TV/DVD. 2 JL audio 
amps. Earthquake subs. 
Kenwood mids. Rockford tweets. 
Plus more. Priced to sel l. Call 
348 5385 for detai ls. 
9116 
Four Bears season tickets avai l 
able. All home games. $55 
each. F.V. ca ll 273 33 1 1 
9117 
A.K.C. Reg. Lab. Pups. 8 wks 
old. 1st shots and wormed. 
Great Pet's. $200 21 7 923 3520 
9117 
1991 Buick Park Ave. $1,300 
OBO. 3.8 automatic. Good 
shape. Phone (2 1 7) 345 5573. 
9117 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
BEST BUDDIES: Organizational Meeting TODAY at 6pm in Lawson 
Hall Basement. Enhance the l ives of individuals with disabilities 
through one to one friendships. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SPRING BREAK w/ BIANCHI 
ROSSI TOURS! The BEST Spring 
Break under the sun! Acapulco, 
Vallarta, Mazathlan, Cancun & 
Cabo. Book by Oct. 31, FREE 
MEALS and FREE DRINKS! 
Organize a group, GO FREE! 
(800) 875 4525 or 
www.bianchirossi .com 
9117 
Spring Break 20056 with STS 
Americas # 1 student tour opera 
tor. Call for group discounts. 
Info/Reservations 1 800 648 
4849 www.ststravel.com 
9130 
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PERSONALS 
ATTENTION ALL GRADUAT 
lNG SENIORS! If you are inter 
ested in a yearbook of your sen 
ior year, and are not sure how to 
pick it up, come to the Student 
Publ ications office, room 1802 
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6 
we wi ll mail you a copy in the 
Fa ll when they are published. 
Call581 2812 for more informa 
tion. 
00 
Does your life blow? 
The Ve~ge may be able n 
to (IX your wagon! ~\) _...._..... ........ 
Tryour 0 
actvice column 
E-mail April ana Davia at eiuverge@hotmail.com 
ATTENTION! 
People interested 
in newswper design 
are invited to design tor 
the 
Daily Eastern News! 
Visit the newsroom or ca/1581-2821 
llJe~ftt11ork ~lute~ Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0804 
ACROSS 
1 Variety of guitar 
6 Walked (on) 
10 Touches with a 
live wire 
14 Volcanic cre-
ation 
15 Part to play 
16 Jacques's 
steady 
17 Make smooth 
18 Crude org. 
19 Mushroom cap 
part 
20 Hand raiser's 
declaration 
23 _ de guerra 
24 Far from haute 
cuisine 
25 1945 John 
Wayne western 
27 Hand raiser's 
shout 
32 The Louisville 
Lip 
33 Freedom from 
hardship 
37 "Tell Laura __ 
Her" (1960 hit) 
40 Burrowing 
insect 
41 "I mean it!" 
42 Leeway 
44 Not healthy 
45 Hand raiser's 
cry 
50 Fountain basin 
feature 
53 Violinist Leopold 
54 Yes, to 
16-Across 
55 Hand raiser's 
request 
61 Girl in Lou 
Bega's "Mambo 
No. 5" 
63 "Dies 
64 Confident way 
to solve cross-
words 
65 Not completely 
closed 
66 "Don't look at 
me!" 
67 Griffin of the 
N.B.A. 
68 Bird that ''at 
heaven's gate 
sings," in 
Shakespeare 
69 Within the hour 
70 Rough tools 
DOWN 
1 Stock market 
turns 
2 Parliament city 
3 Not piquant 
4 Take back 
5 Opera with "Ave "=±-:""'*=~~ 
Maria" 
6 l'oeil 22 "Beyond the Sea" singer, 
1960 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
7 Part of a 
climber's gear 26 Numbers game 
27 Banshee's cry 
28 •_ Enchanted" 
8 Couturier 
Cassini 
9 Rgures out 
.;.,+.:::+.-.:+:-~ 10 Quick sidestep 
11 Protein acid 
~=+:::-! 12 Person who sits 
in front of a 
cabin 
~;...r..:+.::~!-:-1 13 City famously 
visited by Martin 
Luther King Jr. 
in 1965 
~-:+.;.;+;,;.r.;;.t 21 Motion picture 
angle: Abbr. 
(2004 film) 
29 Gasser 
30 Ask for more 
issues 
31 Beaver, e.g. 
34 "Dream 
Children" essay-
ist 
35 Threshold 
36 Peddle 
38 Short biography 52 It was played by 
39 Body of good 
George 
Harrison 
conduct 
40 Hurry-scurry 56 Suffix with sock 
43 Waifs 
46 Adopt, as a pet 57 Denouncer of Caesar, 63 B.C. 
47 March sound 
48 Harder to grasp 58 Supports 
49 "Beverly Hills 
90210" girl 59 Use scissors 
50 Fable conclu-
sion 60 Squeezes (out) 
51 Board used in 
"The Exorcist" 62 Torah holder 
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Faced with nightmare scenario, 
New Orleans empties ahead of Ivan 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - More than 1.2 
million people in metropolitan New Orleans 
were warned to get out Tuesday as 140-mph 
Hurricane Ivan churned toward the Gulf 
Coast, threatening to submerge this below-sea-
level city in what could be the most disastrous 
storm to hit in nearly 40 years. 
Residents streamed inland in bumper-to-
bumper traffic in an agonizingly slow exodus 
amid dire warnings that Ivan could overwhelm 
New Orleans with up to 20 feet of filthy, 
chemical-polluted water. About three-quarters 
of a million more people along the coast in 
Florida, Mississippi and Alabama also were 
told to evacuate. 
Forecasters said Ivan, blamed for at least 68 
deaths in the Caribbean, could reach 160 mph 
and strengthen to Category 5, the highest 
level, by the time it blows ashore as early as 
Thursday somewhere along the Gulf Coast. 
"Hopefully the house will still be here when 
we get back," said Tara Chandra, a doctor at 
Tulane University in New Orleans who packed 
up his car, moved plants indoors and tried to 
book a Houston hotel room. Chandra said he 
wanted to ride out the storm, but his wife 
wanted to evacuate: '~ the news reports are 
kind of freaking her out." 
With hurricane-force wind extending 105 
miles from its center, Ivan could cause signifi-
cant damage no matter where it strikes. 
Officials ordered or strongly urged an estimat-
ed 1.9 million people in four states to flee to 
higher ground. 
'1 beg people on the coast: Do not ride this 
storm out," Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour 
said, urging people in other parts of the state to 
open their homes to relatives, friends and co-
workers. 
At 8 p.m. Tuesday, Ivan was centered about 
325 miles south-southeast of the mouth of the 
Mississippi River and moving north-northwest 
at 10 mph. 
The National Hurricane Center in Miami 
posted a hurricane warning for about a 300-
mile swath from Apalachicola in the Florida 
Panhandle to New Orleans and Grand Isle in 
Louisiana. 
Forecasters said Ivan could bring a coastal 
storm surge of 10 to 16 feet, topped by large, 
battering waves. 
'1f we get the kind of tidal surge they are 
saying, the fishing boats are all going to be in 
the trees," said Jamee Lowry, owner of a bar 
and restaurant in Perdido Key, Fla., near the 
Alabama border. 
New Orleans, the nation's largest city below 
sea level, is particularly vulnerable to flooding, 
and Mayor Ray Nagin was among the first to 
urge residents to get out while they can. The 
city's Louis Armstrong Airport was ordered 
closed Tuesday night. 
Peterson trial testimony 
turns to blood and tracking 
REDWOOD CITY, Cali£ (AP) - No 
blood was found on any of the tattered cloth-
ing from Laci Peterson's remains, a prosecution 
witness testified Tuesday at Scott Peterson's 
double-murder trial. 
Pin Kyo, a state Department of]ustice crim-
inalist, said she scanned Laci Peterson's cloth-
ing for blood after her body was pulled from 
San Francisco Bay. Kyo previously testified 
that little blood was found in the Peterson 
home. 
Prosecutors have not said how they believe 
Peterson killed his pregnant wife, and the body 
was too decomposed to determine a cause of 
death. Prosecutors are trying to prove Peterson 
killed his wife on or around Dec. 24, 2002, 
then dumped her weighted body into the bay. 
The bodies of Laci Peterson and her fetus 
washed up along the bay in April 2003 not far 
from the Berkeley Marina, where Scott 
Peterson says he launched his boat that 
Christmas Eve morning for a solo fishing trip. 
Kyo said she also tested twine-like material 
taken from around the fetus' neck. Showing a 
picture of the twine to jurors, prosecutor Dave 
Harris asked her about what appeared to be a 
small loop tied off with a knot. 
"The way it's tied is very loosely," Kyo said. 
Defense lawyers have claimed Laci was 
abducted, and that the child was born alive 
and then murdered. They have hinted that 
they believe the twine was intentionally tied 
around its neck. 
Kyo also testified that the duct tape found 
on Laci's remains did not match duct tape dis-
covered near where her body washed ashore, 
and that no tissue or blood was found on a 
large tarp-like piece of plastic found nearby. 
Couple arrested for 
wearing anti-Bush 
T-shirts sues 
CHARLESTON, WVa. (AP) - A couple arrested for wear-
ing anti-Bush T-shirts to a July 4 presidential appearance filed a 
federal lawsuit on Tuesday alleging their First Amendment rights 
were violated. 
APPLICATIONS: 
CONriNUED FROM PACE 1 
member by submitting a letter to the Faculty 
Senate, along with a supporting letter and the curricu-
lum vitae of the nominee. The deadline for nomina-
tions is Oct. 27. 
"We have about seven weeks left, and we expect a 
good response. I know that when we look at the 
applicants, we'll be amazed at how much our faculty 
does," Pommier said. 
The final nominations will be made by a Faculty 
Senate committee, and the final decision will be made 
by the entire senate. The recipient will receive a 
plaque during the fall commencement ceremonies. 
Eastern already has a Distinguished Faculty Award 
that is awarded in the spring. Mendez received that 
award in 2003. 
"We want to focus on service for this award. We 
have an amazing faculty," Pommier said. 
HENCKEN: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
affairs and was at Eastern when Greek Court was 
purchased and University Court was built. 
Hencken talked about his highlights as president. 
"I enjoy working with students, faculty, administra-
tion and alumni," he said. "I walk around campus 
and am proud of what has been done, but there is so 
much more to do." 
COMA: 
CONriNUED FROM PACE 1 
her family never leaves her side" 
Lanham and Wroblewski invite anyone on campus 
to come and pray. "Those who know Maggie or have 
friends that know her are the first to come, but any-
one is welcome," Lanham said. "The Sprague family 
is grateful for all the folks coming out to pray and 
show support." 
Mike Sprague sees his sister's improvement and 
hopes that keeping her in prayer will help even more. 
"She is taking such good steps," he said. "She is, for 
the most part, off the life support system, and her 
heart is completely healed now. 
"Ninety nine percent of the time, Maggie can open 
her eyes and move her arms if you ask her to," Mike 
Sprague added. 
The most recent movement Maggie made was a 
smile induced by something funny her father said. 
Prayer services are held 9 p.m. every Wednesday in 
the Newman Catholic Center and are informal. 
"We (the Sprague family) very much appreciate 
everyone's prayers, and we are praying for them," 
Mike Sprague said. 
Nicole and Jeff Rank were removed from the event at the 
West Virginia Capitol in handcuffs after revealing T-shitts with 
President Bush's name crossed out on the ftont. 
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
Nicole Rank's shirt had the words "Love America, Hate Bush" 
on the back and Jeff Rank's said "Regime change starts at 
home." 
Their lawsuit was filed in federal court by American Civil 
Liberties Union attorneys. 
"What is at stake here transcends politics," Jeff Rank said at a 
news conference at the Capitol. "What is at stake is the right of 
all Americans - Democrats, Republicans and independents, all 
Americans - to peacefully voice their dissent to their govern-
ment." 
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RADIO: 
CONriNUED FROM PACE 1 
WEIU 88.9 previously played 
hip-hop, classical, country, jazz 
and rock music. 
The new format would play 
jazz and classical music, but be 
more focused on a "Hit-Mix" for-
mat that would play music from 
the 1950s to today, Sailor's said. 
"The music change is second-
ary. The main goal of the station 
is to get the community listening 
to our station," Sailor said. 
"The previous format was not 
conducive for our students to get 
a wide variety of experience in 
commercial broadcasting experi-
ences. " 
University radio program man-
agers in the state spoke about 
their concerns with a change in 
Eastern's radio station. 
"Our audience is college stu-
dents, so our station tries to meet 
the interests of this group by play-
ing the music they are interested 
in," said Krista Gradberg, general 
manager for Illinois State 
University's WZND 106.1. 
The station plays rock and 
urban jams, classic rock, rhythm 
and blues and has an 80s show. 
"Playing oldies would take 
away from our target audience 
and misrepresent those interests," 
Gradberg said. 
A radio director from Western 
Illinois University spoke about 
Eastern's format change. 
"Oldies music would not go 
over well with our audience who 
are interested in sports and alter-
native music," said Assistant 
Promotion Director Brad Vsper 
ofWestern's student radio station 
WIUS. 
Faculty Senate Members also 
voiced their opinions on Eastern's 
new format. 
"We should not deprive stu-
dents of listening to a diversity of 
music because we are going 
against Eastern's mission state-
ment," said Faculty Senate 
Member Assege Mariam Haile. 
"We need to be a cultural center 
and don't need to be exclusive in 
radio programming." 
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 
p.m. Tuesdays in the Booth 
Library Conference Room 4440. 
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WIN: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
snapper this past weekend. 
Indiana State is now I-I and will 
play Murray State, another OVC con-
ference member, Saturday Sept. I8. 
They will start their conference season 
a week after that against Eastern's next 
opponent, Illinois State. 
"Indiana State is in a tough confer-
ence," Spoo said. "But if they play 
stout like they did against us, good 
things will happen for them." 
DELTORO: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
were the main reasons I decided to 
come here." 
While coming in that he wouldn't 
be given anything free so he had to 
work hard to get to where he wanted 
to be. Running and conditioning are 
the main transitions he has dealt with 
from high school to college. 
"I came in here knowing (that) 
running and conditioning was some-
thing I needed to work on. I'm just 
trying to play real hard and deserve 
(a) spot on the team," he said. "I 
know that what I do in practice will 
earn me the chance to play." 
Howarth has been impressed with 
DelToro but knew what he was get-
ting when the young player was 
brought in to help the Panthers' 
offense. 
"He (Del Toro) has played real 
well and scored a couple of goals for 
us. We brought him in here so he 
could play right away," said 
Howarth. 
Also, helping to make Del Toro's 
transition to the collegiate level 
smooth has been preseason All-
Missouri Valley Conference player 
Jimmy Klatter. Both players combine 
for all of the Panthers points and 
Klatter has really been a role-model 
for Del Toro to look up to. While 
both players are from the same 
hometown of Geneva, Ill., Del Toro 
admits to only of hearing about 
Klatter from playing against him. 
"My freshman year in high school, 
our schools played in Sectionals, and 
I remember seeing him (Kiatter)," 
said DelToro. "Jimmy is a real hard 
worker and a great role-model for 
me. " 
"It is good to have a player like 
him to look up to because he can 
help me get a lot better." 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
New seasons 
and fresh starts 
How Eastern's 
teams have moved 
on from last year 
to start over again 
this year. 
BY j OSHUA TORREZ 
STAFF WRITER 
The inconclusive season opener: 
the day that combines the results of 
the previous season and the blind 
optimism for the future in order to 
prepare for the present. 
A fresh start wasn't so frightening 
to the women of Eastern's volleyball 
team, especially after ending a less-
than-productive season a year ago 
with a 9-23 overall record and 6-10 
in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
"Coming off a disappointing sea-
son last year, it was good for us to 
come out early and get some quality 
wins and experience against some 
strong teams," head ooach Brenda 
Winkeler said. "Winning the season 
opener allows athletes to play with 
more confidence. It's hard for both 
athletes and coaches because a lot of 
times the only way you can get con-
fidence is by winning. " 
Many cases in which the team 
starts off with a strong new season is 
a reflection of the quality of work 
that is put in during the off season. 
"Every sport is different; wins and 
losses can be taken and viewed just as 
they are, but in our case the girls used 
the previous season as motivation, 
which is why I think we have played 
as well as we have," Winkeler said, 
"We have also had a lot of great wins 
against great teams (such as) Ball 
State and South East Missouri. 
"Volleyball is one of the biggest 
team sports; you need to have a 
bump before a set, and you need a set 
before a hit. You really rely on your 
teammates." 
On the other hand, for a cross-
country athlete more emphasis is 
placed on their own performance 
and maximum potential rather than 
WE ARE 
GROWING 
the performance of the team. 
"We want to win as a team, but 
right now it is still too early to worry 
about points and victories. It's how 
we finish the season that matters to 
me," said Geoff Masanet, the head 
ooach of both the women's and men's 
cross country teams. "The women 
and men on the team are running 
fast, but they're not at their very best 
yet. In cross country as well as track 
and field, there is always the desire 
and need to get faster, (and) in a way 
an athlete can run his best, but not 
up his or her full potential." 
Eastern lost 34-2I in their dual 
match against Iowa on September 3, 
but sophomore Sarah Selby and 
freshmen Amy LeJeune didn't leave 
without making their mark in the 3 K 
race. Selby finished third with a time 
of II minutes and I second, and 
LeJeune placed sixth at II:41. 
"Some meets are bigger than oth-
ers," Masanet said, "No one will 
remember if we won or lost to Iowa, 
but they will remember who won the 
Ohio Valley Conference 
Championship." 
On another note, the Eastern 
women's soccer team now stands 
with a record of 4-2. 
This season, head coach Steve 
Ballard has hoped that the team 
would be able to overcome a change 
in formation that he thought would 
allow the team to have more shots on 
goal, and it appears things are going 
according to plan. 
"The shutout we had in the season 
opener was good fur our defense," 
Ballard said. 
Eastern has averaged seven shots 
on goal and has scored 4.3 goals per 
game out of their six matches this 
year. 
In the two losses the women's soc-
cer team suffered to Notre Dame and 
Nebraska, they produced only five 
shots on goal, one against Notre 
Dame and four against Nebraska. In 
the games they've won Eastern has 
had 38 shots on goal and has pro-
duced 10 goals; an average of 3.8 
goals per game. 
"We take every game head on, one 
GROWING 
GROWING 
and need qualified candidates to fill immediate openings 
Consolidated® 
market response 
See what we are all about today at the EIU Union Food Court 
llAM -1 PM 
Fill out an application and talk with a representative 
from CMR. 
"Join the area's #1 employer of EIU and LLC students!" 
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Head football coach Bob Spoo watches the game against Indiana State 
University from the sidelines Saturday evening at O'Brien stadium. 
at a time. We don't look past any 
team. We put importance on every 
game we play," coach Ballard said. 
Last Saturday Eastern's football 
team kicked off their season against 
their rival, Indiana State. The clash 
between the two teams was historical 
as both teams stole the lead from one 
another, which resulted with a 3-point 
victory for Indiana State in overtime. 
"Winning any game is impor-
tant, but because it was the season 
opener it was disappointing,"' head 
ooach Bob Spoo said. "We did a lot 
of good things. Unfortunately, we 
didn't make the plays we needed to 
(to) win. Our young players got a 
lot of experience, and they played 
respectively; that's probably the 
biggest thing we took out of 
Saturday's loss." 
The most productive team on 
Eastern's campus has been the 
women's rugby team. The women are 
currently 2-0 with one shutout 
against Nebraska by the score of78-
0 and a victory against the University 
oflllinois 39-5. 
"You always want a good start to 
the season, and winning the season 
opener obviously builds the (team's) 
confidence," head coach Frank 
Graziano said. '~ytime you lose 
(the opener) it has a big negative 
effect, (especially) if you play badly, 
but if you play hard and lose to a 
great team, it makes it a little easier to 
swallow." 
Ladies Nit~ 
Big Bottles 
& 
Tropical Pitchers 
Dj playing your favorite tunes! 
-.~M waits for [jlf to ~~~ make ffrst move must waft vert, v~ b!VJ bme-
348-1232 
SUN-THU I 1-9 
FRI-SAT 11-10 
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Senior year 
the pinnacle 
for Gerth 
Bv ASHl EY RAUP 
STAFF WRITER 
She's broken the career kills 
record, set the new Eastern career 
standard in attack attempts and 
leads the Ohio Valley Conference in 
kills and digs. 
What people don't know is that it is 
more then just the statistics that has 
made Erica Gerth such an asset to 
Eastern's volleyball program over the 
past four years. 
According to Eastern coach Brenda 
Winkeler, Gerth is a consistent player 
year-round. She not only works hard 
during the season, but also trains reg-
ularly during the off-season and sum-
mer months. 
"She is a leader in the classroom 
and the weight room, and it shows 
out on the floor, also," Winkeler said. 
Not only is Gerth an excellent hit-
ter for the team, she also leads in kills 
and digs, making her a strong all-
around player. 
All of Gerth's hard work has been 
evident from the beginning. 
TH E D A ILY E AS TE RN N EWS PAGE 11 
According to Gerth, when she 
came in her freshman year she knew 
that there were many talented players 
already with the Panthers, and she 
hoped to at least be able to play back 
row. It worked out even better then 
she had imagined. 
Senior outside hiHer, Erica Gerth, has enjoyed a good start to the season as the Panthers have started 5-2, and she has broken the all-time kills record for 
Eastern volleyball. 
The proof is in the statistics, as 
Gerth set the record for career kills 
while playing at the Saluki 
Invitational last weekend. 
"It hasn't even hit me yet," Gerth 
said, speaking of the broken record. 
"We are only in the middle of the 
season. " 
HOHENADEL: 
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
when the two teams came back onto 
the field for what could have been 
the final play of the game, a couple 
defensive linemen jumped into the 
neutral zone, drawing an offsides 
penalty, and marching the Sycamores 
Now that the record has been bro-
ken, Gerth is now able to focus direct-
ly on the rest of the season. 
According to Gerth, at this point in 
the season the Panthers have gotten 
out of some tight situations while at 
the same time managing to not fall 
below their average. 
In the game of volleyball, there are 
two types of players: emotional and 
analytical. According to Gerth, the 
Panthers have a good mixture of 
and Hooper five yards closer to the 
goal posts. 
Now I'm not going to argue that 
there were some things in this foot-
ball game that shouldn't have hap-
pened, such as unsportsman-like 
conduct penalties, illegal substitution 
penalties, a missed extra point and 
poor quarterback decisions. But at 
both types, with Gerth being strictly 
analytical. 
"(Gerth) is not a rah-rah leader at 
all," Winkeler said. "She is emotion-
ally stable all the time." 
While this approach to the mental 
aspect of the game has worked well for 
Gerth, it was not as easy for her team-
mates to adjust to at first. 
"I'm not a cheerleader," Gerth said. 
"I don't worry about everything else, I 
just make sure that I am OK and lead 
the end of the day what could have 
been the biggest mistake of them all 
was the offsides penalty that moved 
the Sycamore kicker five yards closer 
to those uprights. 
Hooper said after the game that he 
felt a lot more confident in his ability 
to hit a 40-yard field goal as opposed 
to a 45-yard field goal. 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union 
Bookstore 
Eastern Illinois University 
25°/o OCC Hats by 
The Game 
Sale Runs Sept. 13th - 19th 
Store Hours: 
Monday- Thursday 8:00am to 7:00pm 
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm 
Saturday I O:OOam to 4:00pm 
Sunday 1:00pm to 5:00pm 
Phone (217) 581-5 821 
Fax (217 ) 581-6625 
by example." 
According to Winkeler, it was hard 
at the beginning of last year for her 
teammates because she's not emo-
tional on the floor. The team looked 
for her to bring that aspect as well as 
the stars. 
While the team had some trouble 
adjusting to this, Wtnkeler saw it dif-
ferently. 
"She's easy to coach," Winkeler 
said. " I tell her what I want her to do, 
Imagine the pressure Hooper 
would be under: there's five seconds 
left, the score is tied at 30, and here's 
Hooper standing alone looking at 
two big metal posts 45 yards away 
thinking to himself, "Man I wish I 
was five yards closer." Then, like a 
genie in a bottle, out comes a yellow 
flag from the official's pocket, and 
PAPARAZZI (PG-1 3) Daily 4:45, 
7:15, 9:30 
RESIDENT EVIL: APOCALYPSE 
(R) Daily 5:00, 7:30, 9:50 
WICKER PARK (PG-13) Daily 
4:15, 6:45, 9:20 
WITHOUT A PADDLE (PG-13) 
Daily 5:15, 7:45, 10:00 
FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks/ 
and she takes care of hersel£" 
Once the team got used to Gerth's 
mental approach to the game, every-
thing started falling in place. 
While the Panthers were seeded 
seventh in the preseason OVC stand-
ings, they have already fought their 
way up to tie for second place. 
"We have been very consistent this 
year," Gerth said. "We are going to 
surprise some people at (the) OVC 
this year." 
Hooper's wish was granted. 
Mobley said after the game that he 
guarantees it will be a different story 
this weekend against Illinois State. 
I sure hope so, because I would 
hate to see this happen two weekends 
in a row. More importantly, Eastern 
head coach Bob Spoo will not be a 
happy camper if this happens again. 
ICYMuG, 
~\]\]_ $125Bud+Bud Lt. Bottles 
50¢ Hamburgers 
~50¢ Drafts Bud U.+Miller ll 
$200. Imports 
$ 400 3pc. Walleye Dirmer 
-Located across from the-
Faiwaunds 
345-3811 
Business 
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advertise in the 
~ DENtoday! 
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FOOTBALL 
PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY 
VOLLEYBALL AT B WE D EMON INVITATIONAL 
W OMEN'S SoCCER VS ILLINOIS STATE 
Women's Rugby vs Michigan 
Football at Illinois State 
MEN'S SocCER AT VANDERBILT TOURNAMENT 
noon 
11 a.m. 
noon 
6:30p.m. 
noon 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
BALL 
- FOUR 
JOHN HOHENADEL 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Teams left 
kicking 
themselves 
Wait a week for a win 
There have been so many good 
football games played in the last 
two weekends. 
The Northwestern vs. Texas 
Christian game, where their near-
worthless kickers only made one 
of six field goal attempts, was 
amazing. 
Not to be outdone the follow-
ing week, Oregon State and 
defending co-national defending 
champion Louisiana State butted 
heads, leaving Oregon State just 
an extra point shy of sending that 
game into double overtime. In 
that game the kicker missed two 
of three extra points. 
If that kicker made all three of 
his extra points, Oregon State 
wouldn't have even needed an 
overtime period to settle the 
game. The final score would have 
been 17 to 15. However, that's 
not the way it happened. 
So the Northwestern kicker 
blew the game for the Wildcats 
three weekends ago, and the 
Oregon State kicker blew the 
game for the Beavers two week-
ends ago. Does anyone see a pat-
tern forming here? 
Last weekend during the 
Eastern Indiana State game, 
Andrew H arris took the ball 
down the field, eventually 
punching the ball into the end 
zone to Jermaine Mobley for a 
19-yard touchdown. At that 
point the touchdown gave the 
Panthers a 30-27 lead. However, 
kicker Steve Kuehn missed the 
extra point, keeping the lead to 
just three points as time wound 
down. 
To be honest with you, I 
thought it was blocked the way 
the ball spiraled in the air. It did-
n't even come close to the 
uprights. 
Even though Kuehn missed the 
extra point, that would have put 
the Panthers up four points with 
only one minute to play; I 
thought the Panther defense 
would be able to hold the Indiana 
State offense with not much of a 
problem. 
But I was wrong. 
The Sycamores took the ball 
down the field and got their kick-
er Kyle Hooper within 45 yards 
of the uprights. 
Eastern called time-out in an 
attempt to ice the kicker, and it 
just might have worked. But 
SEE HO HENADEL PAGE 11 
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In a game usually heralded as the 
border war, Eastern football coach 
Bob Spoo realized that it was more 
important to focus on getting the first 
win of the year in the first game of the 
year than to focus on the rivalry. 
"Every game has a special mean-
ing," Spoo, said downplaying the 
rivalry. "But the first game of the 
year is especially huge." 
The Panthers lost their first game 
to Indiana State 33-30 in the first 
regular season overtime game ever 
hosted at O'Brien Stadium. 
A first-game loss to their rivals could 
devastate a young team and send them 
into a downward spiral, but Spoo said 
his team came to practice on Sunday 
with a very positive attitude. 
Indiana State, who only entered 
the game last Saturday, has not won 
a game at our Stadium since 1983, 
the year most seniors were born. 
The Sycamores were 3- I3 in their 
last 16 meeting against Eastern. 
Indiana State head coach Tim 
McGuire was only 1-3 in his four 
meetings against Eastern. 
Over the span of his career, Spoo 
was 11-4 against the Sycamores 
going into Saturday's game, so all the 
the odds were on the Panthers' side 
to bring home an opening day win. 
However in the 78th meeting in 
the school's history, Spoo and the 
Panthers walked away with an open-
ing game loss to their rival, tying the 
all time series at 37 wins a piece. 
Spoo said in every football game, 
every player does something wrong 
MEN'S SOCCER 
that he could improve on. 
"No one's perfect," Spoo said. 
"There are a couple of things that 
need to be refined here and there." 
Spoo said that there was nothing 
outstanding in spite of the many lit-
de mistakes players made through-
out the game. He disclosed that the 
weakest part of the team seemed to 
be the passing defense. 
"Indiana State threw the ball 
effectively," Spoo said. "I was disap-
pointed in that respect. Their pass-
ing game was crucial." 
Even in the midst of such agoniz-
ing defeat, Spoo found some posi-
tives to lift his team's spirits. 
"We ran the ball well and defended 
the run," Spoo said. "We also played 
some younger players, and the experi-
ence they get is good for them." 
Since last year the Panthers have 
lost all three of their starting line-
backers: Nick Ricks, Fred Miller, 
and Jake Maurer, as well as their star 
running backs, Andre Raymond 
and tight end Nick Eller. 
Eastern only started three seniors 
overall, Marcus Lorick, Adam Jack 
and Jamarr Day. But Jack and Day 
were not starters last year; there are 
no senior offensive starters. 
One thing that Spoo was 
impressed with was Brandon 
Robinson who returned kickoffs for 
the Panthers on Saturday. 
Robinson returned five kicks for 
123 yards, an average of just under 25 
yards per return. 
Spoo also mentioned the excep-
tional job Luke Mutter did as a long 
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Freshman forward Joel DelToro (middle) has made his presence felt early 
on for the Panthers. He leads the team with five points that came off of 
two goals and one assist. Del Toro is one of eight freshmen on this year's 
soccer team. 
S TE P HEN H AAS/THED'IILYEASTERN NEWS 
Eastern Illinois University junior quarterback Andrew Harris runs the ball dur-
ing Eastern's football home opener against Indiana State University Saturday 
night at O'Brien Stadium in Charleston, Ill. Harris was 21-34-2 for 197 yards. 
Freshman focus; Del 
Toro seizes opportunity 
ADAM D REMAK 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Eastern freshman forward Joel Del 
Toro has had a big impact for the 
men's soccer team this season. 
Through three games Del Toro leads 
the team in goals with two. 
In the first game of his collegiate 
career against Buder, DelToro scored 
what turned out to be the winning 
goal as Eastern won the game 1-0. 
'1t was really exciting scoring the win-
ning goal in my first game here," Del 
Toro said. "I never imagined that hap-
pening, especially in my first game. 
"That definitely is something I am 
going to remember for a while." 
Coming off the bench in the first 
two games, Del Toro has impressived 
coaches and teammates so fur. 
"H e definitely is showing a lot of 
composure as a freshman," red-shirt 
freshmen goalkeeper Mike Sims said. 
"H e has really been working hard in 
practice and has a great work ethic, so 
it isn't a big surprise on how well he 
has done." 
When Joel came to Eastern for his 
official visit last year, he had a few 
other colleges in mind, but Eastern 
turned out to be the best fit for him. 
'1 really got along well with the 
other players and coaches. I really liked 
coach (Adam) Howarth when I visit-
ed, and I felt real comfortable with the 
campus," DelToro said. "Those really 
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